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Lists

Ordered collections of 
(homogeneous) objects

Mutable objects

Defined using the [ ] 
items separated by commas



Lists
Operators and functions 

NOTE: as in strings, 

list indexing starts from 0!

Lists are mutable
so now we can 
change values!

The whole object 
must be there!



Lists
Operators and functions 

NOTE: as in strings, 

list indexing starts from 0!

in slicing list[S:E]

S is included

E is excluded



Lists
Operators and functions 

NOTE: as in strings, 

list indexing starts from 0!

IN operator: the whole element must be 
there!

Lists are mutable objects so now we 
can change values!



Lists
ERROR: do not exceed boundaries!



Lists
Methods

Note that lists are mutable objects and therefore virtually all the previous methods (except count) do not have an output 
value, but they modify the list

can specify 
reverse = True



Lists
Methods



Lists
Some important things on lists

1. append is different from extend

   2. to remove an object it must exist



Lists
Some important things on lists

3. a list is sortable if all its elements are (i.e. it is homogeneous)



Lists
REMEMBER:

Lists are MUTABLE objects…

… hence they hold references 

to objects rather than objects.



The split method

Syntax:

  LIST = str.split(str)

split at characters

string to be split



The split method



The split method

where is FRL gone?



The join method

Syntax:

  str.join(list)

elements to join

string used to join 
them



Tuples

Tuples are the IMMUTABLE 

version of lists 

(ordered sequence of objects)



Tuples

Tuples are the IMMUTABLE 

version of lists 

(ordered sequence of objects)



Tuples

Tuples are the IMMUTABLE 

version of lists 

(ordered sequence of objects)



Tuples
Functions

working as in lists...



Tuples
Functions



Tuples
Methods

working as in lists...



Tuples
Methods



Questions ?



https://qcbsciprolab2019.readthedocs.io/en/latest/practical3.html

Go quickly 
through the 
text and do 
the exercises 
at the end


